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WHAT  IS  IT

A "NEW AGE OF
ACCOUNTABILITY"

The UK Government has been working

on what it describes as “Online Harms”

for well over three years. 

The basic premise is that there are a

number of harms which occur online,

some of which are clearly illegal (such

as child sexual exploitation and abuse)

and some of which are not illegal but

still harmful (such as bullying). 

The Government considers that not

enough is done by businesses to

prevent these harms.

The Government has published its

final policy position and will introduce

legislation in 2021. This forthcoming

legislation will require companies to

take action intended to tackle online

harms. 

The Government is calling this the

“new age of accountability” for social

media.



Social media; 

Video games;

Dating apps;

Video sharing platforms;

Online marketplaces;

Some advertising (such as organic                                                                                 

and influencer adverts)

Search engines; and

Instant messaging platforms

Those in scope will include:
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Online journalism from news publishers

websites (including if it is reshared on

social media platforms and reader

comments);

Services that are especially low-risk

(such as software used internally by

businesses) will be exempt from the duty

of care;

Internet Service Providers will be exempt

from the duty of care. 

Advertising (such as Google Ads) as it is

caught by existing regulation; and 

So-called “financial harms”, e.g. fraud.

The scope will exclude:

Any business in the world that is accessible by people in the UK and hosts user-

generated content or allows users to interact with one another. The Government says

that less than 3% of UK businesses will be in scope, and that it will seek to exclude the

smallest SMEs in the legislation. 



Category 1 companies are those where

the risk of harm is considered to be the

greatest. 

Companies in this category will likely

include Facebook, TikTok, Twitter and

similar platforms.

Companies in scope will be categorised as either ‘category 1’ or ‘category 2’.

The Government says that the vast

majority of businesses in scope will be

in category 2.
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REQUIREMENTS

Address illegal content and activity, which will include terrorism

and child sexual abuse.

Assess the likelihood of children accessing their services,

providing additional protection (such as age assurance tools)

where this is likely. 

Have mechanisms for the reporting of illegal content or activity.

Provide an appeals process for content that is taken down.

Assess the risk of legal content or activity on their services with

“a reasonably foreseeable risk of causing significant physical or

psychological harm to adults”.

Define what “legal but harmful” content is allowed on their

platforms and enforce these rules.

Publish transparency reports about their actions to deal with

online harms.

Category 1 Category 2

PRIVATE COMMUNICATIONS

The regulations will apply to private communications, such as Whatsapp or private in-game chat.

Companies will have to weigh safety against user privacy, and will need to be willing to justify

their decisions to Ofcom. 

Ofcom will be able to mandate that companies monitor and remove certain illegal material in

private communications, such as child sexual exploitation and abuse. This may extend to end-to-

end encrypted messaging. 
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Levy fines of the higher of up £18

million or 10% of global turnover;

Block non-compliant services from

being accessed in the UK.

To support enforcement Ofcom will have

the power to:

The Government will also provide in

legislation the ability to introduce powers to

impose criminal sanctions on senior

managers if companies are not seen to take

the new rules seriously. 

Ofcom will be funded by in-scope

companies above a certain financial

threshold.

The Government has confirmed that Ofcom will be the regulator for online

harms in the UK. Government will set out what content is legal but harmful via 

 legislation. Ofcom will set out in codes of practice how companies can meet

their obligations. 
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THE  EUROPEAN  ANGLE

It will introduce new rules where online

platforms intermediate via the internet and

allow the dissemination of goods and

content. The term “online platforms” here

is used in a very broad sense and covers a

swathe of companies which act as pivot

points between consumers and

businesses, and/or allow consumers to

create, view or share content. 

There is significant overlap between the

Digital Services Act and the UK

Government’s proposed Online Safety Bill.

How far the UK chooses to diverge or

align will be important: there is a risk that

there will be two very different regulatory

regimes for businesses operating in

Europe.

The European Union has published the long awaited Digital Services Act (15 December

2020), which will reform rules which have governed the internet in the EU for twenty

years. 
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An ‘Online Safety Bill’ will be introduced as draft legislation by the

Government in 2021. This will go through pre-legislative scrutiny. 

This legislation will go through the House of Commons and the House of

Lords, where opposition parties and backbenchers will propose amendments.

This process will be long and will be where lobbying to change the measures

can take place. 

The Bill is unlikely to become law before 2022. It may take longer.

Once passed, the legislation may come into force straight away. The

Government may also provide an ‘implementation period’ to allow businesses

to come into compliance over a period of time, likely a year.
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Taso Advisory is  a  public  affairs and public  policy
consultancy.  We support cl ients with the political ,
policy,  and regulatory challenges they face,  and
helps them to design and deliver credible responses
to mitigate risks and seize opportunities.  

We are a trusted adviser  to l isted businesses,  ear ly  stage companies,  trade
bodies and publ ic  inst itut ions.  We provide the r ight  advice,  at  the r ight  t ime and
help to execute for  maximum impact.  From bui lding brand awareness with
pol it ic ians through to winning major  publ ic  sector  contracts,  we del iver .  

For  a  confidential  discussion about how we can support  your publ ic  pol icy and
publ ic  affairs  work with regard to onl ine harms,  please get in  touch.

hel lo@tasoadvisory.com 
+44 (0)  20 3488 4489.
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